
Model : Mantus MTB
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Model : Mantus MTB

Product Specifications

Power Assist Mileage (reference) ............................................................. 90km
Weight(kg) .............................................................................................................26
Dimensions(mm) ................................................................... 1890*700*1140mm
Max Speed(km/h) ............................................................ 25 (Electric assisted)
Tyre Size(inch) ................................................................................................ 27.5”
Peak Load(kg) ..................................................................................................... 105
Lights ......................................................................................................................No
Brakes ....................................................Front and Rear Hydraulic Disc Brakes
Brake Model .............................................................. GEMMA GA-900 Hydraulic
Battery ...................................................................................................36V 14.5Ah
Number of Batteries .............................................................................................. 1
Derailleur ................................................................ SHIMANO DEORE 1x10 speed
Frame Material ............................................................................. Aluminium alloy
Electric Assistance .................................................................................. 3 Levels



Model : Mantus MTB

Product FAQ’s

Q: How do you adjust the electric pedal assistance?
A: In manual shift mode, on the controller - short press the “+” or “-” button. 
 Lowest gear is 1, highest is gear 3. The default is gear is gear 1 when the meter 
 is turned on. 0 means neutral gear without power assistance.

Q: How do you slow down and brake on the Mantus MTB?
A: First, stop pedaling, then release the throttle and apply the brake by  
 squeezing the brake lever on the left.
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Model : Mantus MTB

Product FAQ’s

Q:How many speeds modes are there on the Mantus MTB?
A:Three modes available.

Q: How far can you go on a Mantus MTB?
A: Up to 90km.

Q: How heavy is a Mantus MTB?
A: 26kg.

Q: What is the recommended age for riding Mantus MTB?
A:Over 16.

Q: What is the load of a Mantus MTB?
A: 30-105kg.

Q: How long does it take to charge a Mantus MTB?
A: Charging time depends on the battery status; it takes up to 8 hour for a full 
charge from zero percent.

Q: How fast can Mantus MTB go? *under good road condition  and good weather 
 condition
A: Up to 25km/hr.

Q: What is the motor power output for Mantus MTB?
A: 250W.



Model : Mantus MTB

DOA: 
Complete replacement

12 Month Warranty*:
All returns accepted excluding items that have received physical damage
by the owner/end-user

Warranty does not apply to any:
a) Damage caused by nature or acts of God, for example, lightning strikes, 
 tornadoes and the like;
b) Negligent or incorrect use of the Product;
c) Commercial use of the Product;
d) Modifications to any part of the Product;
e) Damage caused by use with non Benelli products;
f) Damage caused by negligence, accident, abuse, misuse, flood, fire, earthquake 
 or other external causes;
g) Damage caused by operating the Product outside the permitted or intended
 uses described by the manufacturer’s instructions provided by Benelli or with 
 improper voltage or power supply;
h) Damage caused by servicing of the product (including upgrades and
 expansions) performed by anyone who is not a representative of Panmi;
i) Damage caused by natural wear and tear.

Product Warranty
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